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Abstract -  This paper introduces the Concept-based similarity 
measure into the Temporal -Semantic Clustering   model for event 
detection in newspaper articles. The document similarity function 
is defined in terms of two similarity measures. Initially a context-
based similarity measure that uses the vector of weighted terms is 
used to determine the similarity between the documents. Later 
another partial similarity measure that uses the vector of weighted 
time entities along with the previously determined concept-based 
measure to determine the combined similarity measure. 
Hierarchical approach is used to cluster documents based on this 
similarity measure. 
 Keywords - Temporal-Semantic Clustering, Concept-based 
clustering, Text Mining  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The rapid rise in the number of news articles has made the task 
of discovering, tracking and organizing the topics associated 
with them difficult. For each incoming document detecting an 
event consists of determining whether it reports a new event or 
an older event that has occurred before. All the currently used 
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) systems use a document 
clustering algorithm along with the date of publication of the 
news articles. Identifying the topics available in the documents 
and grouping the events based on the temporal information 
available in them is the main aim of the TDT Systems. In this 
paper the hierarchical clustering algorithm presented in [1] is 
used . Documents that have high temporal – semantic similarity 
are grouped together based on the modified similarity function. 
This similarity function is based on the temporal  - semantic 
similarity function of [1] which in turn uses the   concept-based 
similarity function presented in [2] instead of using the cosine 
measure. In this paper the hierarchical clustering algorithm 
presented in [1] is used.  At the  initial level documents with 
high temporal –semantic similarity are grouped together using 
the modified document similarity function to detect the 
occurrence of an event. Grouping of documents at later levels 
will result in more complex events and topics being identified. 
This results in the documents being clustered  basing on the 
content as well as temporal occurrences available in the 
documents.    
 

II. DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION 
 

The newspaper articles available in the documents are 
translated into XML documents which preserve the original 
logical structure of the documents so that the different thematic 
sections can be distinguished as well as different parts of the 
news. Each news document is represented using the following 
feature vectors: 

• A vector of weighted terms. In the given document the 
sentences are separated, the stop words are removed 
and the stemming is also done. The contribution of 
each term to the semantics of the document at the 
sentence, document and corpus levels is determined by 
computing the conceptual frequency ctf, term 
frequency tf and document frequency df measures 
using the concept-based analysis algorithm as 
presented in [2]. 

• A vector of weighted time entities. A time entitiy may 
be either a date or a time interval expressed in 
Gregorian calendar. The dates are automatically 
extracted from the news texts by using algorithm 
presented in [Llid01]. This algorithm detects temporal 
sentences and translates them into time entities of a 
time model. Time entities are statistically weighted 
according to their frequency of references in the text. 

 
Using the above each document is represented as follows: 

• A vector of terms , … , , where  is 
the relative frequency of term  in the document . 

• A vector of time entities  , … , , 

where  is the absolute frequency of term  in the 

document . 
 

III. CONCEPT-BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE 
 

For the purpose of clustering the documents based on the term 
frequency values the cosine measure was used in [1]. However 
considering  the advantages of concept-based similarity on the 
quality of clustering as presented in [2],  the use of concept-
based similarity measure is being proposed instead.  
The concept based similarity between two documents  d1  and 
d2 is calculated by 
 

simc(d1,d2)= ∑ max ,  

 
The concept based weight of concept i in document d is 
calculated by 

weighti= (tfweighti + ctfweighti) log  

 
The tfweighti , ctfweighti values represent the weight of concept 
i in document d at document level and sentence level 
respectively.  
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The log  value rewards the weight of the concept i on the 

corpus level when concept  i occurs in small no. of documents.  
The tfij and ctfij values are normalized by the length of the 
document vector of term frequency  and conceptual term 
frequency of document d as 

tfweighti= ∑  

 

ctfweighti= ∑ . 

 
IV. TEMPORAL-SEMANTIC SIMILARITY 

MEASURE 
 

The Temporal – Semantic Similarity measure is defined in [2] 
as ,   ∑ . . . , ,  ∑ . . . , ,  

| | . ∑ . ∑   

 
Here   is the number of time entities that describe the 
document , s ,  is a function that returns  the most 
similar time entity to  that occurs in the document .  Let  and  be two time entities, the penalty function g is defined 
as follows: 

, 1    0.8   , 11 ,   

 
The distance function dist between two time entities     
depend on their nature, that is , whether they are dates or date 
intervals as defined in [1]. 
The other proposed measure for temporal component is based 
on the traditional distance between sets. This measure is 
defined as : 
 ,  = ,  ,   

 
where ,  is the distance between the dates      and   is the set of all dates  that satisfy the 
conditions given in [2]. 
In order to measure the global similarity between pairs of 
documents, two functions as defined in [1] are used: 
 
1. If ,  and ,  , then  ,  = . ,  + . ,   
else, ,  = 0  where ,    0,1  represent the 
relative importance of the different document  
components respectively. The thresholds ,    0,1   are the 
minimum similarities required  for the semantic and temporal 
components respectively.      

2. If ,  then , ,   else, , 0 
where   is the maximum number of days required to 
determine whether two documents refer to the same or two 
distinct events. 
              

V. CLUSTERING 
 Incremental -Compact Nucleus algorithm for event 

detection: 
The clustering criteria is based on the following approach: 
Given a document description set, we must find or generate a 
natural structure for these documents in the representation 
space. These structure must be carried out by the use of some 
similarity measure between the documents based on certain 
property. 
The clustering criteria has three parameters: a similarity 
measure S, a property  that establishes the use of S, and a 
threshold . Thus, clusters are determined by imposing the 
fulfillment of certain properties over the similarities between 
documents. 
The following definitions as presented in [1] are used: 
Definition: Two documents  and  are -similar if 
S , . Similarly,  is a -isolated element if ∀    ζ  , S , .  
Definition : [Mart00]The set NU ⊆ ζ , NU  ϕ , is a -
compact nucleus if : 

a) ∀    ζ  [   ∧    ζ ,   , = 

S ,  ] ⇒   NU 
 

b)    ζ ,   , = S , ∧ ] ⇒   NU. 
 

c) | | is the minimum. 
d) Any -isolated element is a -compact nucleus 

(degenerated). 
Thus this criterion is equivalent to finding the connected 
components of the graph based on the maximum similarity. In 
this graph, the nodes are the documents and there is an edge 
from the node  to the node  if  is the most similar 
document to  and its similarity overcomes the threshold . 
 
The Incremental -Compact Nucleus algorithm presented in 
[1] is being used for incremental clustering of the documents.In 
this algorithm each document  has an Info field associated 
with it which contains the document or documents that more 
closely resemble  along with the value of the maximum 
similarity. Every time a new document arrives, its similarity 
with all the documents of the existing clusters is calculated and 
their fields Info are updated. Then a new cluster with the new 
document is built along with the documents connected to it in 
the graph of maximum similarity. Every time a document is 
added to the new cluster, it is removed from the cluster in 
which it was located before. 
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The Concept-based mining model  had significantly  improved 
the quality of clustering as presented in [2].For this purpose 
four data sets were used. The first data set contained 23,115 
ACM articles from the ACM library. The second data set 
contained 12,902 documents from the Reuters data set. The 
third data set contained 361 samples from the Brown corpus. 
The fourth data set contained 20,000 messages collected from 
20 Usenet groups. The similarities calculated using the 
sentence-based, document-based, corpus-based and the 
combined approach concept analysis are used to compute four 
similarity matrices among the documents. Three standard 
document clustering techniques were chosen for testing the 
effect of concept-based similarity on clustering i.e., 
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering, Single-Pass Clustering 
and k-Nearest Neighbour. The F-measure and Entropy 
measures were used to evaluate the quality of clustering. The 
results indicate significant improvement in the quality of 
clustering as indicated by these tables below: 
 

 
Fig3. Clustering Improvement using tf, ctf and df combined 
measure. 
 
As the above results indicate the temporal-semantic clustering 
has given better results  used to cluster newspaper articles using 
the cosine measure for the term vectors. The concept based 
similarity measure also has improved the quality of clustering 

when the importance of the concept to the sentence semantics 
was considered at the sentence, document and corpus levels. 
We have tried to bring about the advantages of both the 
temporal aspect as well as the concept-based approach so that 
the quality of clustering will be enhanced furthermore if the 
concept-based similarity measure is used instead of the cosine 
measure for determining term vector similarity. 
 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
We have tried to improve the quality of Temporal-Semantic 
clustering by introducing the concept-based similarity measure 
for determining the term vector similarity instead of the 
currently used cosine measure for document similarity. By 
bringing together the hierarchical clustering algorithm for 
Temporal-Semantic clustering and the Concept-based similarity 
measure for term vector similarity between documents the 
quality of clustering will be enhanced to a large extent which in 
turn enhances the quality of topic detection.  
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